Civil Society Europe and its members invite you to:

My Future with YOUrope

24 March 2017
16:00 – 18:00
La Sapienza University
Piazzale Aldo Moro, Rome

Engage with civil society organisations from all over Europe on the scenarios on the future of Europe that the EU leaders will discuss in Rome, on the pros and cons for citizens and organisations, and on possible other solutions.

Join our interactive event...

… Targeted at young people, students and civil society activists and build with us a new future for a more participatory, social and sustainable Europe. Key figures from civil society organisations will present under the skilled moderation
of two journalists in 3 minutes maximum the 5 scenarios proposed by the European Commission in its White Paper on the future of Europe. They will also share their views on the rights of citizens that each scenario brings. Participants in the room will have the possibility to ask questions and react, possibly through live voting. At the end a joint scenario will be built with the participants.

Register here

Brings together 28 European networks of civil society organisations (CSO) working towards regenerating the European project around the shared values of Equality, Solidarity, Inclusiveness and Democracy.

Our main objectives: to facilitate and enable dialogue between European civil society organisations and policy-makers and help strengthening CSOs in their activities and relations with the institutions.

www.civilsocietyeurope.eu @EUCivilsociety

https://civilsocietyeurope.eu/2017/03/15/my-future-with-youreurope/

This event is organised in the framework of the Civil Society Forum by the coalition #OurEurope#Lanostraeuropa www.lanostraeuropa.org